Minutes from Class April 5, 2004

- Plan on the final presentation being the Friday of finals week from 9am to approximately 12 noon.
- Professor Gum went over the email that he sent out on Saturday, April 3, 2004
  - COMM Boards: Please try the Ethernet connection between the PC versions of the boards soon
  - H-Bridge: Working on problem; right now comes on in 1 direction
  - SENSOR: Still stuffing the board
  - OS: good job Brooks; need to brief NAV and CENTRAL on how their stuff needs to interact
  - POWER: Began testing on the boards; main path does deliver 5V to rest of platform
  - SUPV/CCTRL/NAV: can we begin integration soon? Wired and wireless can you support them yet?
  - GUM: stuffed 3 COMM boards; would like to meet with OS/SUPV/CCTRL/NAV this week
  - DOC: should begin soon
  - PARTS: Manon organized all parts in the drawers that were in the lab; attached is a current parts list of what is in the drawers as of today – please note any items that you think are running low and that we need more of.